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Dispensing SMT red glue epibond adhesives 30ml tube 

Description of dispensing epibond adhesives 

BBIEN’s dispensing SMT red glue is a kind of single resin adhesive .Good stable curing 

shapes without stringing, overflowing and slumping are achieved even at a super high 

speed and long time printing. Because of the “rarely cutting” bonding strength and very 

low humidity absorption, it is specially fit for SMT technology of porous printing in 

common temperature. Its shape can easily be controlled .We can not only expect a long-

term preservation stability but also the excellent thermal resistance and electrical 

properties. Moreover it is good for environment protection for its safety, no solvent and no 

smelling.  

Feature of BBIEN dispensing 30ml red glue adhesive 

- For Dispensing Applications, Fast Curing and Non-Stringing Formula 

- Good for High Speed Placement Equipment- High Shear Strength 

- Available in Industry Standard Sizes; Non-REACH Compliant 

 Dispense, print and pin transfer application. 

 High-visibility red or yellow options. 

 Room temperature stability, 6-month room temperature shelf life. 

 Non slumping and non stringing. 

 Screen printable with BBIEN CUT laser stencils to SMD adhesive 

guidelines. 

BBIEN dispensing SMT surface mount adhesives offer excellent performance 

for all print and dispensing 

 Non-slumping and non-stringing. 

 Room temperature stability. 

 Dispense, print and pin transfer application. 

 Consistent dot profile and fact curing. 

 High-visibility red or yellow options. 

BBIEN dispensing Epibond Surface Mount Adhesives Typical Cure Profile 
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A correct thermal profile is critical to ensure that the adhesive achieves 

maximum mechanical strength and a homogeneous cure:  

 Ensure the material is heated to the correct temperature for the specific 

time. 

 maximum thermal ramp rate is 1.5 to 2.0°C/second to ensure a 

homogeneous cure. 

 

 

Printed Adhesive 

 

 Sales/support in every major electronics geographic market 

 Local and consistent technical support regionally and globally  

 Consistent product performance globally 

Part of physical feature and specification 

Product

s 

Appearanc

e 

viscosity Density 
Shear 

Strength 

Cure 

Temperat

ure 

Cure 

Speed 

mPa.s g/cm3 mpa °C s 

Red 

Glue 
Red 

280,000

mPa·S 

(280,000

cps) 

1.31 14.6 105 120-150 

l  Treating condition:85℃×85%RH×DC50V×1000hrs.  

l  JIS Z3197 Measured at comb electrode model II (G10)  

Specification:        

Technology Epoxy 

Chemical Type Epoxy 
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Appearance (uncured) Red viscous gel 

Components One component - requires no mixing 

Cure Heat Cure 

Application Surface Mount Adhesive 

Key Substrates Electronic components to printed circuit boards. 

Other Application Areas Small Parts Bonding 

Dispense Method Dispensing processing 

Wet Strength High 

Dot Profile Peaked 

                    

              

Item SMT Red Glue adhesive 

 Composition Epoxy resin adhesive 

Appearance Tacky Paste/red-colored 

Specific gravity 1.31 

Viscosity at 25℃,5rpm 280,000mPa·S(280,000cps) 

Thixotropy index 6.8(1rpm/10rpm) 

Adhesive Strength  2125C 

Mini-mold tr 

SOP·IC 16P                               

44N(4.5kgf)0.2mgr twin 

45N(4.6kgf)0.3mgr twin 

92N(9.4kgf)0.8mgf single×2 

Electric Property 

Volume resistance 

Insulation resistance 

Initial value 

After treating* 

Dielectric constant 

Dielectric loss tangent 

  

3.6×1016Ω·cm    JIS K6911 

  

1.2×1014Ω           JIS Z3197 

1.2×1012Ω              

3.12/1MHZ      JIS K6911 

0.012/1MHZ     JIS K6911 

Preservation condition 3℃~10℃的 

To be strictly kept at 3℃ ~10℃ in 
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refrigerator 

Main content Main Epoxy resin and some(adhesive 

agent,wetting agent and surfactant… 

 

Package style for dispensing BBIEN SMT red glue adhesive 

Package styles Contents Pack. Unit Export outer packing 

syringe packing 30ml Pcs. 100pcs per carton 

 

Features                                

1)      Much lower temperature curing is 

aimed at amd is practically possible. 

2)      Very good stable curing shapes 

without stringing and slumping are 

achieved at super high speed dispensing 

and very amall dots. 

3)    stable adhesive strength can be 

obtained with a variety of SMD. 

4)   Long-term preservation stability is 

expected. 

5)      High heat-resistivity and excellent 

electric properties are possessed. 

6)      Usable for screen printing. 

  

1. 容许低温度硬化。 

 

2．尽管超高速涂敷、微少量涂敷仍可保持

没有拉丝，塌陷的稳定形状。 

3．对於各种表面粘着零件，可获得安定的

接着强度。 

4．储存安定性优良。 

5．具有高度耐热性和优良的电气特性。 

6．可用於网版印刷。 

  

Direction for use  

1. After storage in a refrigerator the adhesive must be allowed to equilibrate to room 

temperature before use, typically 12 hours. 

 

2. Avoid cross contamination with other epoxy or acrylic adhesives by ensuring dispense 

nozzels, adapters etc. are thoroughly cleaned. 

 

3. The quantity of adhesive dispensed will depend on the dispense pressure, time, nozzle 

size and temperature. 
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4. These parameters will vary depending on the type of dispensing system use and 

should be optimized accordingly. 

 

5. Bath temperature should ideally be controlled at a value between 25°C-30°C, 50%RH 

for optimum results. Under these conditions product will remain dispensable in the tray 

for at least 2 to 3 days. 

 

6. Uncured adhesive can be cleaned from the board with isopropanol, MEK or glycol 

ether blends such as Prozon. 

CURE SPEED VS. TEMPERATURE 

The following graph shows the rate of torque strength developed with time at different 

temperatures. These times are defined from the moment the adhesive reaches cure 

temperature. In practice, total oven time may be longer to allow 

for heat up period 

  

Warning 

○Products shelf life: 6Months. 

○Store adhesive in a refrigerator keeping the temperature at 5±3℃  

○This product may cause skin irritation to sensitive personnel. 

○In case Seal-glo DTK-L978 gets in touch with skin,wash it thoroughly with soap and 

water. 

○In case of eye contact,wash out with clean water and consult a medical doctor 

immediately. 

 

REWORKING 

Once cured,BBIEN dispensing epibond adhesives can be removed from a printed circuit 

board by heating the board to approximately   to 185oF). When the 

temperature of the surface mount component reaches   the adhesive will 

be soft enough to permit component removal using a "lift and twist" method. 
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CLEANING 

Uncured adhesives can be easily removed from printed circuit boards, screens or stencils 

using,isopropyl alcohol, acetone, NMP and a wide variety of other solvents and cleaning 

fluids. BBIEN Advanced Materials is constantly working with manufacturers of solvents 

and cleaning fluids to test and identify new materials that meet the needs of our 

customers. For an updated list of suggested cleaning materials 

 

Application: component epoxy resin adhesives 

 

Epoxy 1-component adhesives are heat curing and primarily used when high shear 

strength or high crash-resistance is required, as well as ease of working. 

 Note:Curing  conditionnt 

Recommended curing condition:Over 60 sec after PCB’s surface temperature has 

reached 150℃.or over 90 sec after PCB’s surface temperature has reached 120℃. 

When the higher curing temperature and the longer curing time,the stronger adhesive 

strength can obtained.We would suggest you to search out an optimum curing 

condition,for the temperature exerterd on the adhesive may occasionally vary according 

to the size,material,etc.of component parts mounted on PCBs. 

Curing condition 

○Recommended curing condition: Over 60 sec 

after PCB’s surface temperature has reached 

150℃.or over 90 sec after PCB’s surface 

temperature has reached 120℃. 

○When the higher curing temperature and the 

longer curing time, the stronger adhesive strength 

can obtained. We would suggest you to search 

out an optimum curing condition, for the 

temperature is different on the adhesive may 

occasionally vary according to the 

size,material,etc.of component parts mounted on 

PCBs. 

  

固化条件 

○建议固化条件是 PCB 板表面温度达

到 150℃后 120 秒以上，或者是达到

120℃后 150 秒以上。 

○固化温度越高，且固化时间越长，

可获得更高的粘接强度，依 PCB 板

上装着元件材质、大小不同而实际附

加于接着剂的温度会有所不同，因此

请依据实际生产情况找出最适合的固

化条件。 

  

 

How to use Red glue adhesive 
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○Adhesive should be preserved in refrigerator 

(below 5±3℃) to keep on its quality. 

○Before processing, the adhesive should be 

taken out from the refrigerator for de-freezing 

about a few hours until it reaching the room 

temperature. 

○The bottom of printing screen should be cleaned 

timely for good printing shape. 

○Toluene or ethyl acetate is possible to use for 

cleaning up this adhesive. 

使用方法 

○为使接着剂的特性发挥最大效果，

请务必放置于冰箱（5±3℃）保存。 

 ○使用前请务必提前几小时从冰箱取

出，待红胶恢复至室温后使用。 

○为获得良好印刷成形，请及时清洁

钢网底部。 

○对红胶的洗涤可使用甲苯，醋酸乙

酯。 

Health & Safety: 

This product, during handling or use, may be hazardous to health or the environment. 

Read the Material safety Data Sheet and warning label before using this product. 

Consult the MSDS for all safety information. The most recent version of the SDS is 
available from BBIEN.Inhalation of the flux solvent and volatilized activator fumes, which 
are generated at soldering temperatures, may cause headaches, dizziness and nausea. 
Suitable fume extraction equipment should be used to remove the flux from the work 
area. An exhaust at the exit end of the wave solder machine may also be needed to 
completely capture the fumes. Observe precautions during handling and use. 

Suitable protective clothing should be worn to prevent the material from coming in 
contact with skin and eyes. 

Exported countries: 

Our SMT red glue adhesive have been exported to Iran,Korea, 

Turkey,America,Morocco,... We are appreciated your kindly inquiry or cooperate with 

you,if you are interested in our products. 

Products Photos 
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Material Safety Data Sheet 

 

 

1、Product and Company Identification 

Product Name: Surface Mount Adhesives 

Packing: plastic tube and fasten carton 

Manufacturer or supplier：Hanon Technology Industry Limited  

ADD: OFFICE 3A,12/F,KAISER CENTRE,NO.18 CENTRE STREET,SAI YING PUN,HONG KONG                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

2、Information, Composition:as above 

 

3. 
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Important notes 

 

（acute）Inbibe： high temperature when heat(above80℃ upward),it 

will melt gradually. 

Eat：Sick up. 

Eye、skin：Protect skin and eyes when melting metal and 

high temperature  

Environmental Impact： It is NON DGR Goods kept in appropriate way 

 

 

 

4、Fire Fighting Measures：  

Special Fire-Fighting Procedures：No 

Required Special Protective Equipment for Fire-Fighters：Firemen should wear 

exposure suit and air tank. 

 

 

5、Accidental Release Measures 

Personal Precautions：Prevent Surface Mount Adhesives into eyes; ware the protective 

glasses and gloves if possible. 

Environmental Precautions： Prevent the melting Powder, Surface Mount Adhesives 

dispel with air and dispel with water，splashing matter put in airtight case. 

Methods for Cleaning：Use the tools that can’t cause light and equip clear up splashing 

down that prevent the Surface Mount Adhesives dirt dispelling in air.  

 

 

6、Handling and Storage 

Handling： Unable recycling material ，Should check the product and scrap 

up,Handing carefully the empty case that possible remain liquid dirt or solding and will 

be dangerous，the person should read all the aphorism and defend measure on the 

case. 
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Storage： Keep in airtight case, deposited in cool, and airiness area，Prevent physics 

damage，Away from heat and flaring resource. Smoking, eating and drinking is not 

allowed during working with this materials 

 

7、Personal Protection 

Personal Protection Equipment： 

˙Respiration：When producing into Hemihedral prevent small crystalline dirt veil （10-

50 times exposition）。 

˙Hand：Wearing all-sided observe press shield when in urgency. 

˙Skin & Body defend：Wearing defend gloves and cleaning long clothings。  

Hygiene Measures：No smoking in working area 、bite and sup。Must washing hands 

after work and before bit and sup.  

 

8、Physical and Chemical Properties 

State of Substance： colorless liquid  Appearance：solid/crystal powder 

Color：black & white  Odor：Monotony  

pH cost：Not fit for Boiling Point：extremly high (above200℃) 

 

 

Decomposing Temperature：Not fit for 

Flashpoint：  Not fit for   ℉ Not fit for  ℃  

Test：  Not fit for       

Test Methods：Open Slot     Closed Slot 

Self-Igniting Temperature：Not fit for  Explosion Limits： Not fit for  

Vapor Pressure：(21.1℃)：0  Vapor Density：No information 

Density：1.429 g/cm3 Dissolution： Not dissolve in water 

 

9、Stability  

Stability：Compose 

Possible Hazard Reaction Under Special Conditions： No 
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Hazardous Decomposition Products：No  

 

10、Toxicological Information 

Acute Toxicity：It is NON DGR Goods 

Local Reactions：No  

Sensitivity： No 

 

11、Ecological information 

Possible Environmental Impact/Environmental Run-offs：No 

Water poisoning：No 

Moving、biology pile：No 

 

12、Disposal considerations 

Disposal Methods：Not fit for 

No use or remain gas：Not fit for 

Urgency status：Not fit for 

 

13、Transport information 

International Transportation Regulations：Aplly for all IATA DANGEROUS GOODS 

REGULATION 

Apply for seaway,railway,airway and land transportation. 

UN Reference No.： Fit for 

Domestic Transportation Regulations： Preclusive according operation and notice 

proceeding about storage, should use hard container to pack, such as hard plastic 

carton. 

Special Transportation way：Airway or sea way is available 

 

14、Regulatory information 
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Applicable Regulation：Labor safety saitation act、Poisoning defend statute, castoff 

clear 

 

15、Other information 

Ref. 

Document  

AIR PRODUCTS MSDS、INTERN TIONAL MARITIME DANGEROUS 

GOODS CODE 

Department  
Dept. Name：Engineering Dept 

Hanon Technology Industry Limited 

 Title：Technician Name(Signature):.Deng 

Phone No. 
+8615889673537    

+86 075536852840 
E-mail:sales@bbien.cn  

Date Prepared 20th  SEP, 2016 
Edit Date：20th,SEP, 2016   

Version：1 

 


